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ABSTRACT: Thin-walled pressurized tubes have been developed

for measurement of thermal creep and irradiation creep.
Miniaturization of these tubes allows more tests to be

conducted in the limited reactor space available and

decreases the impact of displacement rate gradients and

temperature gradients. Studies conducted on a variety of
tube sizes show that, when specimen fabrication history and

irradiation conditions are properly accounted for,

miniaturization can be successfully achieved without

producing invalid data.

KEY WORDS: thermal creep, irradiation creep, void swelling,

size effects, austenitic stainless steel, pressurized tubes.

There is a very limited amount of fission reactor test

space available at high neutron fluxes in which to conduct

irradiation experiments with well-defined temperatures and
well-characterized neutron flux/spectra. The various

advanced neutron source concepts currently being proposed
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for fusion-relevant irradiations will involve even smaller

test volumes with larger gradients in displacement rate and

possibly temperature. These considerations provide an
incentive to miniaturize irradiation test specimens in order
to maximize the amount of data obtained and to avoid

gradients in both neutron exposure and temperature across a

specimen. This in turn requires that detailed studies be
conducted to determine the effect of size reduction on the

validity of the measurements obtained.

Although a significant amount of progress has been made

for tensile and fracture properties (see refs 1-4 for

examples), no studies have been published on the

miniaturization of the thin-walled pressurized tubes used to

study irradiation creep. This paper outlines the results of
a number of size effects studies on both thermal and

irradiation creep that were conducted under the sponsorship

of the UoS. Liquid Metal Reactor (LMR) and fusion reactor

programs.

As shown in figure i, the LMR program eventually

centered its research on two standard "NCD" sizes 5 (5.84 mm

and 4.57 mm OD) which are shown compared with the more

conventional uniaxial creep specimens that are very
difficult to test in reactor. Also shown in figure 1 is a

smaller (2.54 mm OD) pressurized tube that was previously

under development for the Fusion Materials Irradiation Test

(FMIT) facility[5]. When the FMIT project was discontinued,

the development effort ol] this tube was also stopped. This

effort may be resurrected if a fusion-relevant neutron

source is eventually built. Table 1 compares the dimensions

of these three pressurized tubes. Figure 2 shows details of
tube construction.

Whatever size is employed, pressurized tubes have

inherent advantages for irradiation creep studies. Not only

are they relatively small in mass and volume, but the stress
is maintained without attachments within the reactor or its

externals. Additionally, the nearly biaxial stress state is
almost an exact simulation of the stress state found in the

fuel cladding used in the LMR program and the resultant

strains are easily applied to other stress states[6].

Lastly, the stress is maintained at a nearly constant value
even for relatively large creep-induced strains (_20%).

This is due to the fact that the drop in gas pressure with

creep strain is almost exactly offset by the thinning of the
tube wall. It should be noted that swelling-induced

dimensional changes lead to a drop in gas pressure that is

not compensated by wall thinning. Changes in stress,

however, are negligibly small for swelling levels less
than 10%.

5NCD = National Cladding and Duct



FIG. l--Comparison of various tensile specimens and creep tubes used
to study thermal or irradiation creep in the LMR and fusion reactor
materials programs.

Table l--Dimension of Small Tubes Employed in Current
Studies

Outer Length Wa I1
Diameter Thickness

LMR "NCD" 5.84 mm 2.82 cm 0.38 mm

Tubes (0.230 in)

4.57 mm 2.24 cm 0.20 mm

(o.18o in)

"FMIT" Tube 2.54 mm ]..44 cm 0.25 mm

(0. i00 in)

When considering the use of pressurized tubes to study

creep, other factors become important and can impinge on the

validity of using these miniature specimens. Whereas solid

tensile specimens must meet certain minimum dimensional
tolerances, thin-walled pressurized tubes require even more





When analyzing the performance of miniature tubes,
there are two types of size effects to be considered:
direct and indirect. Direct size effects concern the

influence of end effects and diameter-to-thickness ratios.

Both of these influence the degree of triaxiality of the
stress state. Indirect size effects arise from the trade-

offs sometimes made in constructing smaller tubes. For

instance, heating effects associated with the welding of

end-caps to the tube may change the microstructure of a

significant portion of the length of relatively small tubes.
Second, a reduction of the tube diameter from one size to

another may require some changes in processing history and
these effects are not always negligible. Finally,

irradiation creep Js strongly dependent on the void swelling

rate[7-10], and void swelling is often strongly dependent on

processing variables[ll-13].

The majority of the studies reported here were
conducted as thermal creep tests or stress rupture tests in

order to define optimum size ranges. A wider variety of

sizes was employed in the early LMR studies, and although

these appear in various figures in this paper they were not
listed in Table 1 since they were discontinued early in the

program. The most pertinent studies will be reported last
and concern the in-reactor creep behavior of the two NCD

tube sizes.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The construction of the pressurized tubes has been

described elsewhere[14] and is shown schematically in

figure 2. In the earliest of the studies described in this

paper, the diameter of the tubes were measured at five

equidistant locations using differential I,VDT probes[15].
The center three measurements were used to assure the

absence of end effects, and the average of the three

measurements is shown in various figures to follow. In the
more recent studies these measurements were made using a

non-contacting laser system[16]. Stress-rupture tests were
conducted at constant internal pressure in a furnace under

argon cover gas. Irradiations were conducted under sodium
in the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) and were maintained at

±5°C of their target temperature in the Materials Ope,] Test

Assembly (MOTA) [14].

RESULTS: OUT-OF-REACTOR TESTS

Figure 3 presents results of a comparison of thermal

creep response for three different stress states in the

regime of nonlinear response to stress. Note that two of
these stress states involve the use of tubes and the other

is a rod specimen. In spite of the different stress states

and specimen geometries, relatively good reproducibility
between identical specimens and relatively good agreement
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effects in these tubes

Effective Stress, MPa was easily avoided by

FIG. 3--Effect of geometry and stress the diameter

state on thermal creep at 650°C 0f 20% measurement technique
c0]d-w0rked 3]6 stainless steel after ]00 described earlier.

h0urs[]5], h variety of

thermal creep and

stress rupture tests have been conducted out of reactor to
determine the influence of both tube diameter and length.

Figures 5 and 6 show the results of both types of tests
conducted on the FFTF first core heats of 20% cold-worked

316 stainless steel, demonstrating no effects of either

variable. As shown in figure 7, an even wider range of tube

diameters were tested in a study on the LMR improved D9-type
steel based on titanium-modified 316 stainless steel. Note

that many of the different tube diameters were produced with

varFing levels of cold-work. While the D9 heat used to

produce the data in figure 7 does not appear to respond

strongly to size and cold-work differences, another group of

silicon and molybdenum modified D9 heats appears to show a

pronounced effect of tube size (figure 8). This effect

appears to be relatively insensitive to variations in Si and

Mo content. As shown in figure 9, the differences in

rupture behavior were mirrored in the hardness measurements

performed on the two sizes of specimen after thermal aging.

When the differences in data between the various heats

in figure 8 and 9 are examined in detail, it becomes obvious
that some chemical variations are more sensitive to

processing history than are others. It appears, however,

II
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1.6 • '
that the _ifferences in

rupture bel_avior for the
5.84 and 4.57 mm diameter

tubes are illusory and

reflect only slight

1.2 - differences in processing

o 0.180in.OD history as shown in Table
• 0.230 in. OD o 2.

Effective The only in-reactor
Strain, 0.8 - tests on size effects were

5_ conducted on D9 heat 83508

and are described in the

next section. As shown in

o figures ]0 and ii, the

0.4 - effect of specimen size, if

• o any, on the thermal creep
• o of these tubes is

• • relatively small at 550 and

750 °C. '[']le apparent
o i _ I differences at 575 and0.0

0 50 100 150 200 605°C for some pressures

Eflective Stress (MPa) are thought to reflect
undetected loss of tube

[16. 5--Effect 0f tube diameter on pressure prior to the start

thermal creep at 575°6 of 20Z c01d- of the final segment of the
worked 316 stainless steel after aging and measurement

3,000 hours. (NCD tubes described sequence.

in table I.)

Table 2--Processing History of Pressurized Tubes Constructed
From the Chemical Variable Heats of D9

Tube O.D. Homogenization Interpass Anneal

Tempe ra tu re Tempe rature

0.230 in i175°C (5 hfs) -I070°C

(5.84 mm)

0.180 in I175°C (5 hfs) -I070°C

(4.57 mm)

1200°C (24 hfs)* one intermediate
solution treatment

at I175°C

*hot rolled at I175°C and annealed (1025°C/lhr/WQ) between

homogenization treatments.
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FIG. 6--Influence of tube size owl stress rupture behavior of 20%
cold-worked 316 FFTF first core stainless steel at 650°C.

RESULTS: IN-REACTOR TESTS

Figures 12 and 13 present the irradiation creep and

void swelling strains. The differences in deformation

behavior for the two tube sizes are relatively small. Upon

closer comparison Jt is obvious that the largest of these

relatively small differences occur when the two sizes of
specimens were irradiated at significantly different

positions in core, as evidenced by measurable differences in

their dpa levels. Thus, even these relatively small

differences probably arise from the flux and temperature

sensitivity of void swelling and its very large impact on
irradiation creep.

DISCUSSION

The experimental results presented in this paper

clearly indicate that, within the range of sizes explored in

these studies, there are no significant effects of specimen

size on thermal creep or irradiation creep. It is possible,
however, to produce the appearance of a size effect if some

other variable is inadvertently introduced into the
comparison. Relatively small changes in heat treatment and

radiation environment, for example, have been shown to

produce such a result.
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The role of heat treatment is known to be particularly

strong. In a recent study[17] it was shown that small
differences in radiation variables could produce significant

differences in swelling behavior, but even larger changes

could be induced by variables that are normally thought

unnecessary to control. The interpass annealing or "temper"

annealing temperature between successive cold-work

reductions exerts a particularly large effect on void

swelling, primarily by affecting the duration of the

transient regime of swelling[13]. The influence of the

temper annealing temperature on recrystallization has also
been found to be unexpectedly strong, overshadowing the

influence of minor variations in alloy composition[18]. The

processes involved in recovery and recrystallization are
also involved in determining the high temperature behavior

of thermal and irradiation creep.

The strong interaction between the cold-work level and

the recovery processes involved in creep and swelling have
also been demonstrated recently to depend on the stress

level and temperature Jn a complex non-monotonic

manner[19,20]. Thus variations in cold-work level that

accompany the production of different size tubes may also

exert influence on the creep behavior. The sensitivity to

400-427"C 495"C

4 .... • 109 MPa

...,..' Tube Diameler

O

• ,_• 5.R4 nIM ._

.........' ii = 4.51,.m .,?
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FIG. 12--Influence of specimen size on irradiation creep in

FFTF/MOTA of D9 alloy (heat 83508) at 400 to 495°C.
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cold-work level varies strongly from steel to steel,

however.

CONCLUSIONS

It appears that thin-walled pressurized tubes can be
reduced in size without introducing any problems in data

generation or creep analysis. Care must be taken, however,
to avoid the inadvertent introduction of other uncontrolled
variations in tube manufacture or irradiation environment.
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